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			From S&P Global        Press Release: S&P Global Merges With IHS MarkitOn February 28, 2022, S&P Global completed its merger with IHS Markit, the next step in delivering data, technology and expertise that accelerates progress.

Read: 2021 Annual ReportAs great as last year was for our company, in many ways 2022 is shaping up to be even better. In February, we closed a transformative merger with IHS Markit. We believe combining our two companies will create substantial long-term value for all our stakeholders.

Read: S&P Global FoundationThe S&P Global Foundation is about much more than philanthropy—we are about making a difference by finding and developing essential connections between the knowledge- and skill-driven work of S&P Global and the needs of society.
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		     LOOK FORWARD		
			Most Popular Insights        Look Forward: Multidimensional TransitionThe global energy system has been in continuous transition for centuries, but it is the current transition that has everyone talking.

Look Forward: Supply Chain 2024The COVID-19 pandemic has transformed the concept of supply chains from narrowly defined operational systems within companies to a new framework for the manufacturing and distribution of goods defined less by operational and cost efficiencies and more by alignment with national interest and geopolitical competition.

Read: Artificial Intelligence InsightsThe advancement of generative AI is equally important to economic development as other major trends. We aim to provide this information in three parts: AI Fundamentals, AI Applications, and AI Governance & Regulation.
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                                Polk was acquired by IHS Markit, now part of S&P Global

                        

                    

                


    
        
            
            
                
                        
                            Actionable insights to drive decisions across the entire automotive value chain.
                        

                                            In the highly complex and competitive automotive industry, companies throughout the entire value chain need insight-driven capabilities to make better decisions and improve results. Now part of S&P Global Mobility, R. L. Polk & Co., including Polk and CARFAX was acquired by IHS Markit in 2013. S&P Global Mobility provides automotive companies the ability to capitalize on cross-industry analysis, expertise, and a global network for trusted market research, advanced analytics, software tools and extensive vehicle histories for a complete picture of the automotive industry.

                    
                                                    	Marketing and Marketing Optimization - Our Polk Automotive Data helps dealers, media and agencies understand who’s in-market, where you can find them, what they are looking for, when they will buy and what will drive their purchase decision.
	Product Strategy and Planning - Optimize mix, volume, content and global capacity through a deeper understanding of production volumes, vehicle sales and urban mobility.
	Engineering, Operations and Manufacturing - Drive greater accuracy, efficiency and speed to market by combining Industry standards and tools with new technology, powertrain and component-level analysis.
	Sales Planning and Operations - Advance dealer network strategy and performance; better position against competition; improve field and dealer sales planning, communications and reporting.
	Parts and Suppliers - Improve the ownership experience, parts and service revenue, owner loyalty and retention.
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                    Learn more about automotive solutions
                                    Access podcasts, whitepapers and more.
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                        Automotive Products & Solutions
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                                                        Marketing (US)

                                                                                                            From improving the effectiveness of US marketing campaigns and measuring the success of the entire funnel to optimizing your owner database, Polk Automotive Data by S&P Global can help you reach the right person at the right time.
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                                                        Light Vehicle Forecasts

                                                                                                            Covering 95% of the entire global automotive industry, our global automotive forecasting team provides reliable and independent understanding of future supply and demand for vehicles.
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                                                        Commercial Vehicles

                                                                                                            Fine-tune your North American sales and marketing efforts or strengthen your global product planning and strategy with insight and intelligence from S&P Global.
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                                                        Market Statistics, VIO & VIN

                                                                                                            New and used vehicle registrations, vehicles-in-operation (VIO), and owner demographics in a web-based platform so you can assess your market share anywhere in the world.
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                                                        Car of the Future

                                                                                                            The automobile is on the precipice of change with electrification, connectivity, autonomy and ride-sharing challenging long established technologies and business models. Are you ready?
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                                                        Powertrain & Compliance

                                                                                                            The most comprehensive coverage of current and future engines, transmissions and alternative propulsion systems
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                                                        Components & Technologies

                                                                                                            From lighting to autonomous driving, S&P Global provides a wealth of original thought leadership, data, and analysis for components, technologies and the vehicle ecosystem.
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                                                        Dealer Solutions

                                                                                                            Achieve revenue goals and build a more loyal customer base through ideal dealer network locations, improved sales planning & communications, and enhanced aftersales marketing strategies.
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                                                                                                            Implement and manage a successful vehicle recall campaign.
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                                                        Engineering Intelligence for Automotive

                                                                                                            Connect advanced technologies and trusted technical knowledge to your critical automotive workflows in product design and parts management.
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IHS Markit is now part of S&P Global. The next step in delivering data, technology and expertise that accelerates progress.
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